NAME: TOLORE

VISUAL REPRESENTATION

CLASS: M

LOCATION
The Ciropus Beta system, in Romulan space, near the former Federation/Romulan neutral zone

MOONS / RINGS
1 class-F moon

MASS: 1.2
DENSITY: Earth-like (1)
DIAMETER: 0.57
GRAVITY: 0.57G
DAY LENGTH: 16 hours
AXIAL TILT: 110 degrees

CLIMATE
The climate of Tolore is lush and tropical. The planet is what some might call a paradisaical world. There is a lot of rain on Tolore due to the high hydrosphere. But this does not stop the planet from having several concurrent days of warm sun, and pleasant weather.

Winds are at a minimum, and as the native Torzians are familiar with, most days on Tolore are comfortable enough for a human to run naked among the wide variety of Toloran plant-life.

Toloran night-skies are usually clear, and most storms take place in the latter part of the day, with skies clearing out by sunset.

Tolore is a very peaceful planet, and an excellent vacation resort or shore-leave spot.

ATMOSPHERE

COMPOSITION: Nitrogen (74%), Oxygen (20%)
THICKNESS: 70%
TRACE COMPONENTS: Carbon Dioxide

HYDROSHERE: 91%
TEMPERATURE: Warm / Tropical (average temp.; 24-27c)

GEOGRAPHY / TERRAIN
The surface of Tolore is dominated by sparse land-masses and heavily forested terrain. The plant life of Tolore has a decidedly tropical quality. There are several forms of exotic plant life on Tolore. And the whole surface of the planet has a generally green color, and the planet looks very green from orbit.

Tolore is an excellent place for one to find wide, empty expanses of pleasant greenery if one wishes to walk, or spend time with nature collecting their thoughts.

Betazoids love to visit Tolore. As do Vulcan mystics, and anyone given to long periods of meditation. Tolore is known in some sectors as "The Guru's Paradise" because the climatic conditions and natural features of the planet are so conducive to meditation, yoga, and relaxation techniques.

LIFE FORMS
The dominant life-form on Tolore are the Torzians. A humanoid life-form; tall, with elongated pointed ears, arched eyebrows, and yellow-toned eyes

The Torzians are an enigmatic people. They live as primitive bohemians, and yet have technology more advanced than any other species in their home system with the possible exception of the Nixabin.

They subsist from exporting products made of the native plant life of Tolore; and by hosting vacationers and mystics on pilgrimages in very natural, exotic resorts located in remote sections of the planet.

The primeval forests of Tolore are teaming with life. Mostly omnivorous mammals, and some unusually large insects. Tolore's seas are home to at least three species of cetacean.

DEMOGRAPHICS
Several million Torzians. Close to a billion. Living in loose, bohemian communities. Also, some Dolzians, as
well as large groups of tourists and visitors taking advantage of the planet's naturally relaxing qualities.

CIVILIZATION
The Torzian people live a state of peaceful anarchy. No laws, rules, or governmental restrictions. The Torzian people are completely bohemian and hedonistic. And because of their gentle, passive natures there is no need for government, or for any kind of law enforcement.

There are a few Torzian security personnel who keep a watchful eye on visitors, to maintain the peace, armed with stun-rods.

The Torzians are a very communal people. Their society is very liberal and open.

RESOURCES
The best-known resource of Tolore is Bram'hokan; an intoxicating weed that is harvested as a tobacco-type product, and also used to brew a heady, highly intoxicating tea.

Most Torzians are used to the effects of Bram'hokan as they begin drinking the tea at a very young age, and develop a type of immunity to the more narcotic effects of Bram'hok. As a result most adult Torzians are in a semi-constant state of inebriation. And if they become sober it has an adverse effect on their physical well-being and intellectual performance.

The effects of Bram'hokan on other species is so intense that the drug is considered a toxin, and is illegal in some sectors. Possessing Bram'hokan is a criminal offense on Romulus. And the most prominent dealers of Bram'hokan tobacco are the Ferengi.

Bram'hokan tea is distributed throughout the Alpha quadrant and Federation space by the Orion Syndicate.